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How did you get into this field and 
what motivates you to stay? My 
grandmother, who played a major role 
in my upbringing, was a Realtor and a 
builder (when women were not builders).  
I remember the weight and jingle of her 
giant ring of keys for “her” homes, which 
she would take me to when I was very 
young. As I got older, I’d help her with 
open houses and spent many hours in 
offices on the weekends while she wrote 
contracts. When I first started working on 

mortgage enforcement and regulatory compliance cases early in my career, 
it was a natural fit because I understood the information and materials, but 
I also understood why what I was doing in representing the industry was 
important. Expanding my financial services knowledge over the years, I love 
that I can use this foundation to learn new things and take on new challenges.  
Thinking creatively about legal and regulatory issues, and working with great 
people, both clients and colleagues, keeps me motivated.  

What do you hope to see in the future or mortgage banking? Diversity, 
collaboration and innovation feed each other and inspire new ideas and ways 
to tackle today’s complex issues.  

What is your opinion on the importance of having female leaders in 
Mortgage Banking? Studies show that gender diversity (and all diversity) 
is smart business. Women have different life experiences, and often 
bring different skill sets, ways of thinking, and approaches to problem 
solving. Leadership that represents the businesses and communities is better 
situated to understand how best to connect with everyone. Finally, increasing 
diversity within leadership has the implicit benefit of demonstrating that there 
is no one single path to success. This motivates a workforce, attracts new 
talent, and inspires the next generation of leaders to bring new ideas and 
creativity to the table.

What do you consider your greatest success? I hope I haven’t achieved 
it quite yet, but as of this moment, I’d say my greatest professional success 
is the relationships I have built with my clients. I am very fortunate to work 
with such a fantastic group of people. They allow me to learn their business, 
collaborate with them on emerging issues, and trust me to guide them 
through some of their toughest challenges. I feel like I am making a difference 
by helping them navigate the complex legal and regulatory environment to 
help serve their communities.   
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